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Outline

• Path dependence and climate crisis
• Perspective on planning urban mobility
• Factors and uncertainties from transition to 

electric self-driving vehicles on the 
neighbourhood scale

• Concluding discussion
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Path Dependence
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• Technological – Results in a narrow set of technical 
requirements 

• Organizational – Results in a narrow set of acceptable 
policies and roles 

(Arthur, 1994; Geels, 2002; Schreyögg, 2011)



Climate Crisis – Mitigation Examples

• Reducing the overall need to travel and travel 
distances

• Enabling sustainable modal shift
• Increasing systemic efficiency and reliability
• Reducing direct GHG emissions due to a 

change in propulsion type
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Climate Crisis – Adaptation Examples

• Reducing risk of vehicle crashes in severe 
weather by affecting mode shift 

• Decreasing fragmentation of land consumption, 
slowing down the loss of agricultural land

• Decreasing road maintenance costs resulting 
from increased temperatures or exposure to 
storm surge

• Increasing energy security due to transitioning 
away from conventionally-fueled vehicles 
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Planning Urban Mobility Futures

Breaking out of car-dependency
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(un)Desirable Urban Futures
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https://thevoroscope.com/category/futures-studies/



Multiple Contrasting Foresight 
Scenarios
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(Lyons & Davidson, 2016)



One Alternative Vision: 
Self-Driving Urban Area (SUA)
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(Galan et al., 2018)



Self-Driving Shuttle Features
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• Passenger capacity: 10 - 12 
persons

• Propulsion: fully electric 
(asynchronous) 

• Autonomy: up to 14 hours of 
operation

• Speed (Cruise/Max): 25/40 km/h
• Length/Width/Height: 3.9/2.0/2.8 m
• Lidar/GPS/Odometer/Camera/V2X 

communication



SUA Elements
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• Fixed and on-demand routes with ~ 300 m stop 
spacing

• Proximity to high capacity transport nodes (e.g., 
metro and light rail stations)

• Integrated built environment planning (land use, 
transport, and energy infrastructure planning)

• Emphasis on the design of walking and biking 
infrastructure, as well as car access restriction (e.g., 
through parking management)

• Transport pricing and public transport policy



Exploration Methodology
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• Online citizen 
discussion forum

• PESTLE 
workshops with 
experts

• Scenario matrix 
and evaluation

(Mladenovic, 2019)



Interdependent
Factors and Uncertainties
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Usage Options
• Pricing: free, per user group, per time, adjustable travel fare for 

low income
• Carbon credits, daily/monthly mobility credits, paying for priority, 

time banking, classes of seats, lifestyle credits (e.g., recycling)
• New vs. habitual users, frequency of use 
• Guaranteed user access (e.g., transport for people with 

disabilities, elderly, children)
• Ticketing scheme and technology
• Fare integration and packaging
• Travel information and data integration – transport system vs. 

university
• Campaigning and promotional periods and actions
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Routing and Zoning
• On-demand, static, mixed routing
• Alignment and direction (circular, diagonal, clockwise, 

counterclockwise)
• Stop location and spacing 
• Boundary location (time-space)
• Tariff zoning 
• Trunk line proximity 
• Driving range and charging duration (requirements)
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Business Model, Contracting, and Cost 
Distribution
• Ownership of the system (PPP/P) schemes: Vehicle 

manufacturer company + student union + involvement of 
neighborhood association/population + public transport 
agencies; Crowd funding – sharing capital investment

• Insurance scheme
• Vehicle purchases price
• Competition models for service operators
• Adds on vehicle as a source of income
• Savings in service cutbacks in conventional PT
• Amortization
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Technical Requirements and System 
Architecture 
• Existing automotive standards
• Seat arrangement in the vehicle (moveable seats)
• Use of cameras to detect and respond to emergencies
• Stop design – closed/indoor
• Infra use and deterioration (curves)
• Communication infrastructure
• Charging infra, terminal space for parking and daily 

maintenance
• Energy sources, Smart grid, Energy consumption and 

production patterns – V2G
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User Behavior and Activities

• The use of free time
• Mode choice habits
• Patterns of long and short distance travel
• Travel reliability
• User costs
• Acceptable walking distances
• Acceptability to share the vehicle
• Use throughout the year, in all weather conditions
• Interaction with citizens outside of the vehicle
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Societal Norms and Values

• Responsibility for the critical events and liability for the 
accident – willingness-to-pay for services

• Travel mode, travel time and speed preferences – health 
effects and values

• Trust and perception of safety and security – intimacy and 
privacy

• The use by elderly, differently-abled, mothers, children –
concepts of least-advantaged and dignity

• Environmental and community awareness – cottage 
culture

• Manliness and self-esteem associated with car culture
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Affected Organizations

Municipalities, planning organizations, road maintenance 
authorities, public transport agencies, parking agencies, 
enforcement, and emergency health care providers, 
energy providers, taxi companies, ride-sharing 
companies, freight companies, retailers, air and rail 
companies, auto repair companies, hotels and rest 
areas, real estate companies, telecommunication 
companies, consulting companies, insurance companies, 
lawyer agencies, electricity suppliers, etc. 
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Improving the Systemic Envisioning 
Process
• The opportunity to rethink the future of urban mobility
• Openness to alternative futures in the foundational 

stage of technological development
• Deliberation and evaluation of desirable futures
• Accounting for interdependencies between a range of 

societal dimensions, including technology, 
infrastructure, organizations, services, activities, and 
values

• Centering the transition processes on the everyday 
lives in the future, not solely on the technology
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Organized 
Irresponsibility of 
Integrated 
Built 
Environment 
Planning?
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(Eräranta, 2019)



Dynamics of Integrated Planning and 
Organizational Challenges
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(Eräranta, 2019)



Thank you

@MilosPlanner
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